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OUR STORY
Liberty was founded with a focus on
long-term relationships and challenging
the status-quo. The Mikkelson Family built
their first Self-Storage facility in 1988 in
Orlando, FL. The team was strategically
built focusing on the ability to perform,
overcoming market obstacles and finding
creative ways to achieve successful
results. As a result of consistent
application of their philosophy and
principles Liberty has invested in over 80
properties stretching across the US in
asset classes including self-storage,
hospitality, office and multi-family with
total capital investments exceeding $800
million.

CURRENT & PREVIOUS
ASSETS MANAGED BY LIBERTY
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”We have engaged in multiple transactions with Liberty over a 20 year period.
The assets the team develops are of great quality. You can count on honesty
and integrity in all that Liberty does.” - Mike McGowan, Public Storage

1988
First Storage
Facility Built
Storage Facility located
in Orlando, FL

Shurgard Self-Storage
Joint Venture

Established a National
Development Program

Development of 37 Self-Storage
Facilities and nearly 3M sq. ft.

Constructed 25 hotels in partnership
with Goldman Sachs

1994

2005
Public Storage
Sale & Launch of
My Neighborhood
Storage Brand
Sold a portfolio of 34 storage
assets to a storage REIT &
launched a new self storage
brand in Central Florida.

2009
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DEVELOPMENT & OPERATIONS

Hotel Sale & Storage
Development

Public Storage Sale
Successfully sold 7
storage facilities for $66 MM
to Public Storage

Sale of Angelo Gordan $115 MM
hotel portfolio and creation of self
storage LP fund development of
self-storage assets

2010
Recapitalized Hotels
Entered into a partnership with
Angelo Gordan resulting in the
operation of a 25 hotel portfolio

2014

2016
LP Funds for Hotel
Development
Raised our first Limited
Partnership Funds for
development of WoodSpring
Hotels and Storage Facilities

2016
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DEVELOPMENT & OPERATIONS

Storage Acquisition
Fund

Storage Fund II
Established second storage
acquisition and development fund
seeking national storage acquisition
and development opportunities

Established a $20MM storage
acquisition fund targeting
distressed storage facilities in the
Southeast

2018

2019

2020

Hotel Sale

Storage Activity

Sold 3 Hotels to
Brookfield Asset Management
for $41 MM as part of a portfolio
transaction

Acquired 2 Class A facilities in North
Carolina for $18MM and sold 3 self
storage properties in a portfolio
transaction to Store Space for
$33.5MM

2021
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2010

2014

2016

”Liberty has developed a well-earned reputation for quality,
integrity, and performance. I recommend them without
reservation.” - Jeff Wieland, Akerman LLP

The landscape of real estate
investing is dynamic. Liberty is
committed to continuing to discover
new opportunities through its
original focus on long-term
relationships.

2018
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ABOUT US
Liberty is a privately held real estate investment, development, and
management firm focused on incoming producing assets. We offer
and utilize debt and equity investment on behalf of individual and
institutional investors. Leveraging our strengths, we provide services
and expertise where we can create long-term value.

$ 800+

5.4

30

MILLION

OVER
MILLION

YEARS

Total Capital
Investments

Total Developed
Square Footage

Total
Experience
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INVESTORS
Since our founding, Liberty has worked to build lasting relationships built on sound
investment principals. We work to identify inefficiencies in each potential investment
by utilizing our strengths and expertise from a long and proven track record to
create a substantive benefit to our investors. We believe our investment
partnerships, ranging from simple partnerships to complex joint ventures, are best
served with a high level of transparency and communication. In alignment with our
principals our leadership team invest alongside our partners in each of our projects.

”TCF Bank has really enjoyed
working with the Liberty team. They
have proven to be a very capable
and professional group. We look
forward to growing our business
partnership with them in the future.”
- Jeff Bass, TCF Bank
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICE
The team at Liberty has a prolific track record of developing successful projects in a variety of asset classes. This track record is
brought to our development partners offering the opportunity to capitalize on our experience with a strategic development approach
that is tailored to each project. Our project approach allows us to assist in creating value at each stage of the development process.

FEE DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
OWNERS REP
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Liberty’s history as a property manager is based on the idea that ’nobody cares more.’ We believe our operating acumen is the life
blood of our investment plan. Without it the investment can’t thrive. This operational focus is offered to our third-party property
management partners, capitalizing on the team we’ve built to provide best-in-class operational and revenue management.

”Liberty Investment Properties is a
long-term client of Seaside Bank and
we are proud to call them friends and
business partners. We have continued
to be impressed by their results and
the quality of their projects, which
can be directly attributed to Liberty’s
knowledge, a passion for their industry,
and their overall professionalism.”
- Karim Arja, Seaside National Bank & Trust
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CONTACT US
824 Highland Ave
Orlando, FL 32803
CALL US

407.774.8818

EMAIL US

lipinfo@libertyprop.com

PARTNERS

